G.B. AND WORLDWIDE
KILOWARE
We have accumulated from mainly charities, a
good selection of mixtures, both on and off paper

NEW DELUXE WORLDWIDE
NAUGHTY MIXTURE
95% Off Paper, Old and New Mint/Used, Worldwide
– really exciting bonanza to sort!

1900 1/2d GREEN JUBILEE, SG 213 (Cat. £2 EACH)

The condition is far superior than any other similar mixes we have handled previously. They were originally carefully scissored rather than torn
off, leaving 95% or more of the stamp intact. Such a variety of postmarks and guaranteed unsorted, lots of lovely CDS’s including squared
circles, also many Perfins (7%-10%), includes Pairs and both of the catalogued Shades. Each stamp has a minimum catalogue value of £2 plus
the chance of finding Inverted Watermarks, Etc.
50 grammes (500 stamps plus)...........................................................£25.00
100 grammes (1000 stamps plus).......................................................£45.00

UNSORTED USED G.B. MIXTURES
Again we have accumulated the following ranges over a long period of time
and are genuinely unsorted by us. ALL OFF PAPER!
ALL REIGNS DEFINITIVES
100 grammes (approximately 2000 stamps) ..........................................£5.00
250 grammes (approximately 5000 stamps) ........................................£10.00
(Larger Quantities Available Pro-Rata)
COMMEMORATIVES (GV - QEII) – Good Selection
100 grammes (approximately 1,000 stamps) .......................................£12.50
250 grammes (approximately 2,500 stamps) .......................................£22.50
500 grammes (approximately 5,000 stamps) .......................................£45.00
1 Kilo (approximately10,000 stamps) ..................................................£85.00
Why Not Try An “OFF PAPER” 50/50 MIX!
50 grammes each of Defs and Commems (approx. 1500 stamps) .........£9.00
125 grammes each of Defs and Commems (approx. 3750 stamps) .....£17.50

GB KILOWARE PERFINS
On/Off Paper – made up by outworkers in packets of 100.
Contains 4 Kings, QEII Wildings, Machins both Pre-Decimal and
Decimal plus the odd Victorian issue. Possible duplication but ‘as
they come’ per packet of 100 .......................................................£5.00
5 packets ......................................................................................£22.50

WORLDWIDE KILOWARE
UNSORTED MIXTURES
We are now working with several charities and these are extremely
popular and excellent value and we receive many repeat orders.
Many finds have been reported, superb value, all UK postpaid (this
section only).
95% On Paper, a great worldwide mixture with very few G.B., one
of the best mixtures we have seen and a very good selection of
countries, 500 grams (approx. 2,000/2,500 stamps) ..................£19.50
do. BUMPER LOT of 1 Kilo (approx. 4,000/5,000 stamps) ...£35.00
Our sources receive donations from the public to include mail clippings, stamps stripped from old collections/album pages, etc. Will
often include old and recent with not too much duplication.

So popular was our original mix it is now exhausted – so we made
the decision to utilize our historic ‘10p’ Mix to make up lots. So in
a 100gram lot you will receive approx. 1000 stamps, working out at
1½p a stamp. However we now offer at the following prices. Once
Sold Cannot Possibly be Repeated – 95% Off Paper. Mint and Used.
Unpicked ‘as it comes’..........................................................£15.00
do. 250gms ‘as it comes’.......................................................£30.00

ROYAL MINT PROOF
COIN YEAR SETS
1983 .....................................£20.00
1984 .....................................£17.50
1985 .....................................£17.50
1986 .....................................£24.00
1987 .....................................£17.50
1988 .....................................£30.00
1989 .....................................£39.50

NOW
ALL
LESS
15%

1990 .....................................£17.50
1991 .....................................£17.50
1992 .....................................£99.50
1993 .....................................£25.00
1994 .....................................£25.00
1995 .....................................£25.00
1997 .....................................£25.00

UK ROYAL MINT COIN
YEAR BOXED SETS
1970 (Pre-Decimal) .............£15.00
1971 .....................................£10.00
1972 .....................................£19.50
1973 .....................................£15.00
1975 .....................................£15.00
1976 .....................................£15.00
1977 .....................................£13.50
1978 .....................................£15.00
1979 .....................................£15.00
1980 .....................................£12.00
1982 .....................................£14.00
1983 .....................................£12.00
1984 .....................................£14.00
1985 .....................................£14.00

1986 .....................................£20.00
1988 .....................................£18.00
1990 .....................................£10.00
1994 .....................................£15.00
1995 .....................................£15.00
1996 .....................................£20.00
1997 .....................................£15.00
1999 .....................................£50.00
2000 .....................................£15.00
2002 .....................................£18.00
2003 .....................................£26.00
2004 .....................................£29.50
2006 .....................................£35.00
2008 .....................................£35.00
Subject Unsold and Price Revision.
Please give alternatives if possible. Enquiries for other years invited.
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GB EXHIBITION LABELS

Happy Hunting!

WORLDWIDE LOTS & COLLECTIONS
An incredible listing – all priced to sell!
Ask for the latest listing.
Page 80 RUSHEXTRESS 75

1922 Daily Express ‘Women’s Exhibition’ - Olympia £3.00
1924 G.E.C. (British Empire Exhibition - Wembley) at Palace
of Engineering £5.00 One of each £7.50

